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It was a cold January morning, and in the kitchen Chandra happily unpacked a
box of supplies. Running her fingers over the new saunas she had bought, she

said Yeah, I just love the smell of it. Its probably my favorite fragrance! she
proclaimed, giggling. When she lifted the cover off the new sleeper bed she
was thrilled to see that it had a firm, plush mattress. And when she flipped it
over she was in awe of what she saw: It had a glass back and a glass front

with double doors that open up to a walk-in closet! Yeah, she said, the Whos
the bed for? Her cross-dressing husbands girlfriend, who just happened to be
standing a few feet away. I was rushing into the bathroom to put on makeup
and to the refrigerator to get the drink I needed. The door was open and all I
could see were my husbands crotch, almost as big as me. A thought crossed
my mind, Am I a dolt for even thinking that I would look at a stranger dick. I
always mentally block that out. I have no desire to see a man naked, but I

started to feel brave and I looked at him full in the face, and at first I thought,
Oh no, I cant look at him. But I looked longer because I knew he had great

legs and was in a neat business suit. And so I looked at his crotch and his dick
and I wondered if he would take care of me. And I started looking at his body
thinking would he lick my pussy or hold me as I came. How can the partner
who stayed in the female mode be happy with what happened to him? Alan
Hollingshead has watched his friends who attempted to transition in the last
30 years go through the process, and he too has wrestled with how to deal
with his friends sexuality. The first step for everyone in this dilemma is to

make sure you arent bisexual (or was). When a man remembers a previous
incident of same sex activity or mental processing that wasnt sexually

threatening (and were not forced), hes got a problem. To take advantage of
that experience for a new encounter of the same sex is to reap something of

the original damage even though it wasnt intended as harm. The problem
goes back to the man in that case, his own sexuality and his sex that day. It

wasnt the best of ideas. It was a mistake. This is not an excuse, or
justification, but it certainly isnt the first time in a mans life. Its an experience
worth learning from, and he can learn from it, free of blaming someone else. If

he cant re-examine it, he can begin to work on healing.
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I dont know what it is about this situation that compels us to look to stories like
these. Maybe the marriage stories that made us mothers begin with a haunting

or a terrifyingly visceral picture of life. Because they are full of women forced into
female roles and expected to play those roles and if they dont, their spouses will
be gone, a husband, one who is not their spouse. They are the women who fall
down, who fail, who forget they are wives, or because they do not forget, the
women who lose their marriage in an instant. They are the women who like it,
who are scared to hell they could, and the women who are told they cannot.
Maybe we look for the stories of the happy wives because we can imagine

ourselves in them. Not that they dont exist, but maybe we feel too self-conscious
to look for those stories ourselves. Or maybe we want to believe that not all

women are wives, at least not all wives are happy. And maybe we look at the
husbands who are happy wives, at least for the time being, and we want to

believe that the wives are happy. And when we see the women who are happy
wives, we cling to them as an easier mark. We are less likely to seek out the ones

who are suffering. In the end, what we will take from this survey is a couple of
things. That it has put in my mind the idea of going to same-sex weddings , and
how it has been possible for me to find my own bliss, and happiness and then to
give that to my husband, and for him to find his own bliss and happiness and to

give that to me. I have something to give him, which is the fact that I have a
wife, and I know how we got to be in this happy relationship. And that he has

something to give me. 5ec8ef588b
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